itor [90 base pair (bp)] specific short tandem repeat polymorphism (STRP) allele is given by eNA 1, where NA is the age of the Alu(-) allele and ,. is the STRP mutation rate. (They give an equivalent expression for non-Africans, in which NB represents the time of migration out of Africa.) Under the assumption of no back mutations, this expression does give the expected frequency of the 90-bp allele on Alu( -) chromosomes. Because many of the individuals in the sample will have a shared ancestry, the alleles found in different individuals are highly correlated, and so an estimate based on this procedure may have an extremely high variance.
In estimating the age of the Alu( -) mutation, it is convenient to consider the problem in a coalescent framework (2) . In this view, the individuals in a sample are related to one another by some ancestral tree (strictly speaking, this is ancestry at a specified locus). When a mutation occurs at some point on the tree, all the individuals who trace their ancestry through that point on the tree will carry that mutation (recall the assumption of no back mutation). This means that a mutation that occurs near the root of the tree will often be carried out by a large proportion of the sample. We (4) . Taking the clade of 132 to correspond to the 132 Alu(-) chromosomes, we have now specified the relationships within a simulated data set in which all the relative branch lengths have been drawn from the appropriate conditional distribution.
In the original data set, 47 of the 132 Alu( -) chromosomes were recombinants and were excluded from the analysis. In order to further condition our own analysis on this information, we have selected only those trees in which a clade of 47 lies within the clade of 132 Alu(-) chromosomes.
This procedure has allowed us to generate trees of 85 individuals whose relationships to the larger sample closely mimic those in the original data set. Each simulation specified the relative lengths of all the branches, and so picking a trial value of NAU. for the top of the Alu(-) clade determined the expected number of mutations along each branch. For each simulated tree, and trial value of NAP, the number of mutations on each branch was drawn from a Poisson distribution with that expected value.
Our results, based on 10,000 random trees that meet the above criteria, are rather striking. (8) , it seems unlikely that the Alu polymorphism is as old as 5 million years, as implicitly suggested. However, if it were this old, the absence of the Alu(-) allele in chimpanzees would not rule out an age of more than 5 million years. That is, the Alu(-) allele could have existed in the ancestral population of both humans and chimpanzees and subsequently been lost from the chimpanzee lineage.
